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By applying an all-order, complex eigenvalue polyelectronic theory, applicable to ground or excited

states, we have obtained electric field-dependent energy shifts for the Li Is 2s S and Is 2p P' states

for field strengths in the range 0.0-0.02 a.u. These results are then used in conjunction with the ap-

propriate expressions for the scalar and tensor polarizabilities (ap, a2) and hyperpolarizabilities (yp, y2)

of P states, to obtain these quantities for the Li Is 2p P state. Whereas the linear anisotropy is

negligible (ap=20. 11 A3, a2 0.019 A'), the nonlinear one is huge (yp=2. 42&&10' A6, y2= —1.53
&10~ A6), a fact implying observable anisotropic effects in strong laser fields. The difference between

the ap of the 2P' and 2S states is hap=4. 93 A3, in fairly good agreement with the recent measurement

(hap=5. 51 A ) of Hunter et al. [Phys. Rev. A 44 6140 (1991)].

PACS number(s): 32.60.+I, 32.70.Jz

I. INTRODUCTION

TABLE I. Scalar and tensor polarizabilities (ap, az in A, I

a.u. =0.1482 A3) and hyperpolarizabilities (yp, y2 in A, I

a.u. =0.02196 A ) [Eqs. (3) and (7)] for the Li Is 2p 'P' state
and differenc (ba) between the scalar polarizabilities of the Li

Is 2s S and the P states. The measurement of Hunter et al.
[I] gave bap directly. The experimental ap( P') is obtained by
combining the accurate theoretical ap(zS) (24.27 A3) [3] with

the measured bap. The results of Refs. [4,5] were computed us-

ing perturbation theory and semiempirically obtained orbitals.
The calculations of Ref. [4] were done for the J= —,

' level. Our

results are obtained from the solution of the CESE of Eqs. (I),
(2), pnd (10) and from the use of Eqs. (3)-(7). Note that
whereas az is negligible compared to ao, this is not the case for

yz, whose sign is, in fact, negative.

Experiment Theory

In a recent paper, Hunter et al. [1] reported a "precise
measurement of the Stark shift of the lithiuin D~ line"
[4.62 kHz/(kV/cm) ], from which they obtained the
difference between the scalar polarizabilities of the Li
ls 2s S and 1 s 2p P' states, ban 5.51 A . Combining
this number with the measured value [2] of ap( S) 24.3
A, they determined the scalar polarizability of the excit-
ed state, ap( P') 18.8 A . An increased accuracy by
one digit is obtained if the accurate theoretical value [3]
for the ap( S) is used (24.27 A ). In this case, the experi-
mental result gives ap( P') 18.76 A .

The available theoretical values for the scalar and ten-
sor polarizabilities of the Li P' state [4,5] were obtained
from expressions of perturbation theory with one-electron
radials from the semiempirical Bates-Damgaard method.
Table I shows that there are discrepancies. Also, the ten-
sor polarizability, a2, has been predicted to have a
significant magnitude and a negative sign [41.

In this paper we present a theoretical result for hap of
the Li, D~ line, together with a number of other results
pertaining to the computation of polarization properties of
excited states of polyelectronic neutral atoms. These are
obtained by applying a recently developed nonperturba-
tive polyelectronic theory of the field-induced energy shift,
h(F) [6-9]. The theory permits the computation of h(F)
to all orders and therefore is suitable for treating the
strong-field regime. At the same time, by fitting A(F), as
F 0, to a Taylor series, scalar as well as tensor polariza-
bilities and hyperpolarizabilities can be computed. Our
value for az is much smaller than that of Schmieder, Lu-
rio, and Happer [4] (see Table I). On the other hand, the
scalar, (yp), and tensor, (yz), hyperpolarizabilities are of
the same magnitude.

II. THEORY

Our theory of field-induced energy shifts and of linear
(a) and nonlinear (y) polarizabilities has been formulated
as a problem of obtaining solutions to a complex eigenval-
ue Schrodinger equation (CESE) defining resonance
states W [6-9]:

ap('P ) (A')
a2('P ) (A')
bao( S P) (A')-
yp('P ) (A')
y ('P ) (A')
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5.512

[4] [5] This work
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(H —zp)q =O,

z, =Zp+a(F) ——,
' ir(F) . (2)

The Hamiltonian 0 includes the externa1 perturbation of
strength F, while Eo corresponds to the unperturbed ener-

gy of the state under consideration, whose square integr-
able wave function is obtained according to the state-
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specific theory of the electronic structures. The energy
shift A(F) and width I (F) are functions of the field
strength (and, for ac fields, of the frequency).

The computation is nonperturbative and produces the
energy shifts to all orders. Therefore it can handle, for-
mally as well as practically, the case of strong fields.
Furthermore, having been formulated around state-
specific Hartree-Fock (HF) or MCHF zeroth-order func-
tions to which correlation corrections are added, it is appl-
icable efficiently to ground or excited states, regardless of
whether the reference function is single determinantal or

I

multiconfigurational.
Having obtained A(F) (Sec. III) for each independent

azimuthal quantum number M, the various polarizabili-
ties computed here were obtained from

1 2 1&(F)= — a—„IM F ——y„I M F
2T 4T

(3)

where the coeScients a and y are adapted to the corre-
sponding expressions of Davydkin and Ovsiannikov [10].
Thus,

(4)

(5)

where ao is the scalar polarizability and a2 is the tensor polarizability. Similarly, the nonlinear polarizability, y„LM, can
be written as [10]

L 2k L (2L+2)2L
k 0

where the term in large parentheses is the 3j symbol and (b)~ is the Pochhammer symbol. Using standard angular
momentum theory, a„L~ is rewritten as

3M' —l, (L, + i)
nLM 0 2 L(2L I )

L 2k L (2L+2)2i
y LM Z ( I) L+I M 0 —M (21 +I —2k)k 0 2L+1 —2k 2k

/2k ~ (6)

Since for k & 2 y2q is zero, for the P' state we obtain

3M L(L+ I )—
yo+y2 L{ (7)

The quantities in Eqs. (5) and (7) are obtained after a po-
lynomial fit of h(F) as F 0 is made for ML =0 and
ML + I. These values are a(ML =0) =135.44 a.u. ,
a(ML ~ I ) 135.82 a.u. , y(ML =0) =2.509 X 10 a.u. ,
y(ML + I ) 4. 199x 10 a.u. The corresponding values
for ao, yo, a2, and y2 are given in Table I.

IIL THE COMPUTATION OF A(F)

~=pa, e, +gb, X, . (8)

Since we deal with a neutral system, the external per-
turbation can couple discrete states, @;,of different sym-
metry and parity. The set of bP;} will be taken to define a
space Q with symmetries S, P, D, and F. The correspond-
ing configurational assignments are 1s nl, where n =2, 3,
4 and I =0, 1, 2, 3. The wave functions representing these
states were computed at the state-specific HF level. Such
functions account for I/r;j-induced valence spin-orbital
polarization (e.g., 2p 3p) as well as for field-induced
angular momentum mixing. However, they do not ac-
count for I/rj-induced (Is ) core polarization and inter-

The form of the trial functions for the dressed states
"Is 2s S" and "Is22p P'" was taken from the state-
specific theory of decaying states (e.g. [6-9,11]), where
emphasis is given to the proper choice of separately opti-
mized function spaces, according to the spectrum under
consideration and the physics of decay. This form is

(9)

I

shell correlation effects whose overall effect is known to
reduce somewhat the magnitude of alkali polarizabilities
(Ref. [3) and previous work). On the other hand, since
the polarizability of Li+ Is 'S is extremely small,
(a=0.028 A [12]), field-induced core single excitations
are negligible and were not included in %' [13]. In view of
the above, and given that, as regards the measured quanti-
ty Ba, certain core orbital correlation contributions to the
polarization of the Li S and P' should cancel, the extra
effort involved in using correlated functions for each @;
was considered uneconomical and was not pursued.

The final-state terms were taken as

X, =W [Li'(Is') eg, ],
where 3 is the antisymmetrizer and g~ is the Gamow or-
bital which is expanded in terms of Slater-type orbitals
(STOs) with complex coordinate p* =re ' [6-9] repre-
senting the high-lying Rydberg and continuum orbital
function space.

Construction of the trial function as in Eq. (8) allows
one to focus on the specifics of the bases and to keep the
computation tractable regardless of the number of elec-
trons of the atomic or molecular system under examina-
tion. Thus, the compactness of the state-specific expan-
sion of the first term permits the inclusion in the second
tenn of a large number of angular momenta in the expan-
sion of the Gamow orbital, a prerequisite for well-
stabilized and reliable results for problems requiring the
solution of Eq. (I) with external fields. The size of this
expansion depends on the strength of the field. In the
present work, for large fields we used 9s, 9p, 8d, 7f, 6g,
6h, 5i, 5k, 41, and 4m STOs, which were kept orthogonal
to each other but not to the bound HF orbitals. The non-
linear parameter of these STOs was optimized (see below)
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FIG. 1. Field-induced energy shift from the zero-field energy
of the Li Is 2g Sstate.

FIG. 3. Field-induced energy shift from the zero-field energy
of the Li Is 22p 2P' (ML ~ I ) state.

Hgq Hgp
H

Hpg Hpp
(10)

was constructed and diagonalized repeatedly as a function
of the nonlinear parameter in the STOs and of the angle
8, until stable results were obtained for the root whose
overlap with the HF Is 2s 2S or ls22p P' function was
maximum.

IV. RESULTS

to the value P 0.7.
Let Q represent the function space of the @; and P the

function space defined by X~. Then, the complex sym-
metric non-Hermitian Hamiltonian matrix

pling (e.g. , [14]). For still stronger fields, the collective
contribution of many terms leads to a complicated ML
and state-specific dependence.

Table II shows that the energies of the Li S and 2P'
states are shifted by almost the same amount (order of
magnitude) by electric fields of strength F-1xlo
25 x 10 a.u.

For the ground state, Li ls 2s S, the computed polari-
zability is ao 25.09 A . The 3% deviation from the ac-

TABLE II. Field-induced energy shift from the zero-field en-

ergy for F I x]0 -2.5x]0 a.u.
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FIG. 2. Field-induced energy shift from the zero-field energy
of the Li Is 2piP' (Mi. 0) state.

Our results are presented in Table I for the polarizabili-
ties and hyperpolarizabilities of Li P' and Figs. 1-3 and
Table II for the energy shifts of the Li S and P' states,
which, for small values of the field strength, feature the
expected quadratic character. As the strength increases,
there is a range where the dependence becomes approxi-
mately linear, suggesting the dominance of two-state cou-
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curate value [3] is due to polarization and pair correlation
eA'ects involving the 1s2s and 1s electrons. When ao of
the P state (Table I) (20.11 A ) is subtracted, we obtain
Dao=4. 93 A in fairly good agreement with measurement
(ba, =S.S I A').

Finally, the tensor hyperpolarizability (yz), computed
ab initio for an L&0 polyelectronic state for the first time,
shows a very interesting difference from az as regards
magnitude and sign relative to the corresponding scalar
quantities (y2/yo ———I where a2/an=0). Assuming a
smooth frequency dependence at least for small values of
to, this result implies that when the Li P' state is exposed
to a strong laser field, the anisotropy between the indepen-
dent susceptibility components will be large.

V. CONCLUSION

The use of Eqs. (1)-(10) allows the computation of
scalar and tensor polarizabilities and hyperpolarizabilities
for ground or excited states of L&0 of polyelectronic neu-
tral atoms as well as field-induced energy shifts for strong
fields, by solving the complex eigenvalue Schrodinger
equation in a nonperturbative manner, regardless of near
degeneracies or the number of open shells. As an applica-
tion, the Li ground (2S) and first excited P' states were
studied. The results are collected in Tables I and II and in

Figs. 1-3. These values would change only by a small
percentage if completely correlated wave functions were
used, but, of course, their meanings would not.
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